MAKING FLIGHT
PATH HISTORY

Can the biggest changes to flight paths
for over half a century work for
communities as well as the industry?

DECISION TIME LOOMS

Introducing PBN
- a new type of flight path
The biggest changes to flight paths in the UK for over half a century are now
underway. Similar changes are taking place at airports worldwide. They are
driven by a move away from ground-based technology to satellite technology
to guide planes. Their impact on local communities will be significant.

The new flights paths, called Performance Based Navigation (PBN), will be
different to the routes we currently have. They will be dedicated, narrow,
precise routes which will increase reliability, reduce the costs of fuel for
airlines, cut CO2 per plane but allow more flights to use most airports.

Their impact on communities will depend on how they are implemented.
America has got it disastrously wrong, concentrating all the planes on narrow
routes over the same communities, some of them new communities, without a
break. Residents have been in revolt. Lawsuits have ensued.

ACOG, also known as Our Future Skies, the body overseeing the expansion in
the UK - https://www.ourfutureskies.uk/about-us/who-are-acog/ - has got the
chance to learn the lessons from the US and design routes that work for
residents as well as the industry.

It is Canute-like thinking for campaigners to believe
they can stop the onward march of technology

Our Future Skies
- can belong to all of us
ACOG can make history if it designs PNB routes that are a win-win for
communities and the industry.
Getting it right will make the UK a world leader

What does ACOG need to do?

Understand the importance of
flight paths to communities

Be open to other options if
respite is nor right for an
airport or community

Interpret its remit as giving
as much weight to improving
the noise climate as to
increasing the efficiency of
the industry when designing
the routes

Use the dedicated routes to
increase the heights of aircraft

Avoid concentrating the routes
over the same communities,
US-style. If these new, narrow
routes are rotated they can
bring respite from the noise

Involve community
representatives in the design of
the routes and engage with the
general public

Make history!

Heathrow’s approach to designing its flight
paths for a 3rd runway (now on hold) has been widely commended.
ACOG could do well to adopt a similar approach.

1. The importance of flight paths to
airport communities
Forget the talk of communities’ climate change concerns. It is a marriage of
convenience for most residents.

Communities are simply looking for an
improved noise climate over their area
That is all about flight paths and the volume
and height of planes.
And fair mitigation & compensation

Who are these communities?
Typically, they are reluctant campaigners. They are almost the polar opposite
of the climate activists who aspire to global change, who are fighting an
international cause bigger than themselves. Airport communities, by contrast,
simply want a local problem dealt with. They want rid of the noise (or for it to
be reduced) and go back to their day-to-day lives. They are not, with some
exceptions, into a cause. They just want their problem sorted.
There is an element of Nimbyism. Not out-and-out Nimbyism: airport
communities tend not to argue all the flights should go elsewhere as they relate
to others disturbed by noise but most would lose little sleep if the price of fewer
flights over them was more flights over somebody else.
At heart residents remain locally focused. They tend not to have an aim or a
strategy beyond reducing the number of planes and the noise over their own
areas. Wider aviation policy is of little interest to local communities unless they
see it as a useful tool to cut noise in their area.

Flight Paths - where they are; how many planes use them; and at
what height - is what matters to airport noise communities.

2. (All) Our Future Skies
- getting the balance right
PBN

We pointed out that the benefits to industry are clear but that environmental
and community benefits are largely uncertain
Charles Lloyd, Aviation Communities Forum

American
citizens’
response
to
constant
noise
overhead

There is a huge amount at stake for both communities and industry. The
interests of communities need to be as central as those of industry in planning
PBN. The latest National Noise Attitude Survey found that 2 million people in
the UK are annoyed or disturbed by aircraft noise. If PBN results in most of
them living under constant noise from concentrated flight paths, it is hard to
see how they will work with the guilty airport again.

3. Respite is popular
- let’s go through the evidence:
• A project commissioned by Heathrow from the acoustician Ian Flindell and

published in 2014 found predicable noise relief is significantly valued by the
communities (1).
• Research carried out by Anderson Acoustics in association with Systra and

Arup found respite was popular, even when the noise from planes on an
adjacent flight path was still audible: if it was cut by 6 decibels, it was welcomed
by 60% of those surveyed; with 85% welcoming a 12 decibel reduction (2).
• When Heathrow outlined the following flight path options in its airspace
consultation 54% of people backed c), the respite option:

• The areas which get respite in West London value it.
• More areas are calling for it: over the 20 years I was at HACAN the single
biggest issue in my mailbox was a call for respite in to end all-day flying.

PBN is well-suited to provide respite. The narrow routes can be
rotated, with curved approaches considered if necessary, to reduce the
number of flights over any one community. This may reduce local
opposition to any growth proposals. Win-win outcome.
(1) Flindell, I. (2014). Noise Respite. What does it mean? Note for the RWG.
(2) Porter, N. (2017). Respite from Aircraft Noise: Overview of Recent Research

4. Non-respite options
a. There will be rural areas where concentration without respite works as planes
can be threaded over unpopulated areas.
b. Some people are afraid that, while rotation of precise flight paths will give
respite, it could be at the expense of intense concentration during the times the
planes are overhead. They would prefer planes to be dispersed in a more
random fashion. Where that is the clear demand of a community, its feasibility
should be explored.
c. Respite may mean new areas will be impacted. This should be avoided
wherever possible and, where it is not possible, the number of planes over these
areas should be limited as they can be.
d. There may be places where both the airport and the community is broadly
content with the status quo and is not looking for change.

5. Aircraft Heights
Ideally, these precise, dedicated flight paths
will get rid of most of the conflicts with routes
from other airports.
This will mean departing aircraft will not be
‘held down’ by flight paths used by these
other airports and thus will be able to fly at
higher altitudes.
It could also allow some arrivals to be higher
- for example, London City aircraft are held
down due to the Heathrow airspace above
them.

6. Involve Community Representatives
In the UK there is considerable liaison amongst most of the airport community
groups across the country. Their nominated representatives to official bodies
are people who have an interest in, and can speak about, the wider community.
It would assist the final outcome if these representatives were embedded in
heart of the decision-making processes.
There is an argument for budgets to allow independent technical and other
professional advice be made available to communities.

7. Engage with the general public
Never assume that community groups
are representative of their areas!

Many undoubtedly are. But, in my experience, because there is no clear
definition of what a community organisation is, there can be small groups of
people, sometimes even just one person, who claim to speak on behalf of their
community. They may or may not do so.
The way forward is to test what they say with the public.
A widely-praised example of this is Heathrow’s approach when it
was consulting on the design of its flight paths for a third runway
(now paused). In addition to hearing the views of the established community
groups, it staged widespread public consultation and held focus groups. On page
six I gave an example of that approach. It was clear it was not a referendum, but
Heathrow committed to implementing the preferred options as far as possible.
There should be an independent process, perhaps operated by ICCAN, to assess
whether proposed consultation material is clear and balanced.

8. Make History!

Few PBN routes have addressed community concerns effectively when
introduced. The UK has the chance to do it differently.
The next half-century will see:
more people flying globally;
a big cut in aircraft emissions;
a smaller reduction in noise from planes.
It means operational improvements – together with effective mitigation – will
be key to cutting noise over communities.
Well-designed PBN routes can be an important first step.
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